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Abstract� In this paper� we propose a new approach for high level seg�
mentation of a video clip into shots using spatio�temporal relationships
between objects in video frames� The technique we use is simple� yet
novel and powerful in terms of e�ectiveness and user query satisfaction�
Video clips are segmented into shots whenever the current set of relations
between objects changes and the video frames where these changes have
occurred are chosen as key frames� The topological and directional rela�
tions used for shots are those of the key frames that have been selected to
represent shots and this information is kept� along with key frame inter�
vals� in a knowledge�base as Prolog facts� We also have a comprehensive
set of inference rules in order to reduce the number of facts stored in our
knowledge�base because a considerable number of facts� which otherwise
would have to be stored explicitly� can be derived by these rules with
some extra e�ort�

Keywords� video modeling� rule�based systems� video databases� spatio�
temporal relations�

� Introduction

There is an increasing demand toward multimedia technology in recent years�
Especially� �rst image and later video databases have attracted great deal of
attention� Some examples of video search systems developed thus far are OVID
���� Virage ���� VideoQ ��� and VIQS �	��

One common property of the image and video databases is the existence
of spatial relationships between salient objects� Besides� video data also has
a time dimension� and consequently� objects change their locations and their
relative positions with respect to each other in time� Because of this� we talk
about spatio
temporal relationships rather than spatial or temporal relationships
alone for video data� A spatio
temporal relationship between two objects can be
de�ned on an interval of video frames during which the relation holds�
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This paper is concerned with the representation of topological and directional
relations within video data� We propose a new approach for high level video seg

mentation based on the spatio
temporal relationships between objects in video�
Video clips are segmented into shots whenever the current set of topological and
directional relations between video objects changes� thereby helping us to de

termine parts of the video where the spatial relationships do not change at all�
Extraction of the spatio
temporal relations and detection of the key frames for
shots are part of our work as well�

We believe that this high level video segmentation technique results in an in

tuitive and simple representation of video data with respect to spatio
temporal
relationships between objects and provides more e�ective and precise answers to
such user queries that involve objects� relative spatial positions in time dimen

sion� Selecting the key frames of a video clip by the methods of scene detection�
as has been done in all systems we have looked into so far� is not very well suited
for spatio
temporal queries that require searching the knowledge
base for the
parts of a video where a set of spatial relationships holds and does not change at
all� For example� if a user wishes to query the system to retrieve the parts of a
video clip where two persons shake their hands� the video fragments returned by
our system will have two persons shaking hands at each frame when displayed�
However� other systems employing traditional scene shot� detection techniques
would return a superset where there would most probably be other frames as
well in which there is no handshaking at all� The reason is that current methods
of scene detection mainly focus on the camera shots rather than the change of
spatial relationships in video�

We use a rule
based approach in modeling spatio
temporal relationships� The
information on these relationships is kept in our knowledge
base as Prolog facts
and only the basic relations are stored whilst the rest may be derived in the
process of a query using the inference rules we provide by using Prolog� In our
current implementation� we keep a single key frame interval for each fact� which
reduces the number of facts stored in the knowledge
base considerably�

The organization of this paper is as follows� In Sect� �� we describe and give
the de�nitions for spatio
temporal relations� Our rule
based approach to repre

sent topological and directional relations between video salient objects� along
with our inference rule de�nitions� is introduced in Sect� �� Section � gives some
example queries based on an imaginary soccer game whereby we demonstrate
our rule
based approach� We brie�y mention about our performance experiments
in Sect� �� Finally� we present our conclusions in Sect� 	�

� Spatio�Temporal Relationships

The ability to manage spatio
temporal relationships is one of the most important
features of the multimedia database systems� In multimedia databases� spatial re

lationships are used to support content
based retrieval of multimedia data� which
is one of the most important di�erences in terms of querying between multime

dia and traditional databases� Spatial relations can be grouped into mainly three



categories� topological relations� which describe neighborhood and incidence� di

rectional relations� which describe order in space� and distance relations that
describe range between objects� There are eight distinct topological relations�
disjoint� touch� inside� contains� overlap� covers� covered�by and equal� The fun

damental directional relations are north� south� east� west� north�east� north�west�
south�east and south�west� and the distance relations consist of far and near� We
also include the relations left� right� below and above in the group of directional
relations� nonetheless� the �rst two are equivalent to the relations west and east�
and the other two can be de�ned in terms of the directional relations as follows�

Above The relation aboveA�B� is the disjunction of the directional relations
northA�B�� north�westA�B� and north�eastA�B��

Below The relation belowA�B� is the disjunction of the directional relations
southA�B�� south�westA�B� and south�eastA�B��

Currently� we only deal with the topological and directional relations and
leave out the distance relations to be incorporated into our system in future� We
give our formal de�nitions for the fundamental directional relations in Sect� ����
The topological relations are introduced in Sect� ���� Further information about
the topological and directional relations can be found in ��� �� �� ���� Finally�
in Sect� ���� we explain our approach to incorporate the time component into
our knowledge
base to facilitate spatio
temporal and temporal querying of video
data�

��� Directional Relations

To determine which directional relation holds between two salient objects� we
consider the center points of the objects� minimum bounding rectangles MBRs��
Obviously� if the center points of the objects� MBRs are the same� then there is
no directional relation between the two objects� Otherwise� we choose the most
intuitive directional relation with respect to the closeness of the line segment
between the center points of the objects� MBRs to the eight directional line
segments� To do this� we place the origin of the directional system at the center of
the MBR of the object for which to de�ne the relation as illustrated in Fig� �a��

Even if two objects overlap with each other� we can still de�ne a directional
relation between them� In other words� objects do not have to be disjoint to
de�ne a directional relation between as opposite to the work of Li et al ���� Our
approach to �nd the directional relations between two salient objects can be
formally expressed as in De�nitions � and ��

De�nition �� The directional relation �A�B� is de�ned to be in the opposite

direction to the directional line segment which originates from the center of object

A�s MBR and is the closest to the center of object B�s MBR�

De�nition �� The inverse of a directional relation �A� B�� ���B�A�� is the

directional relation de�ned in the opposite direction for the objects A and B�

Examples of the fundamental directional relations are illustrated in Fig� ��
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Fig� �� Directional Relations

��� Topological Relations

The topological relations inside and contains are inverses of each other� and so
are cover and covered�by� In addition� the relations equal� touch� disjoint and
overlap hold in both directions� In other words� if �A�B� holds where � is one
of these four relations� then �B�A� holds too�

The topological relations are distinct from each other� however� the rela

tions inside� cover and equal imply the same topological relation overlap to hold
between the two objects�

� insideA�B� �� overlapA�B� � overlapB�A�
� coverA�B� �� overlapA�B� � overlapB�A�
� equalA�B� �� overlapA�B� � overlapB�A�

We base our de�nitions for the topological relations on Allen�s temporal
interval algebra ��� and Fig� � gives some examples of the topological relations�

��	 Temporal Relations

We use time intervals to model the time component of video data� All directional
and topological relations for a video have a time component� a time interval
speci�ed by the starting and ending frame numbers� associated with them during
which the relations hold� With this time component attached� relations are not
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anymore simple spatial relations� but rather spatio
temporal relations that we
use to base our model upon�

The topic of relations between temporal intervals has been addressed and dis

cussed in ���� There are seven temporal relations� before� meets� during� overlaps�
starts� �nishes and equal� Inverses of these temporal relations are also de�ned
and the inverse of the temporal relation equal is itself�

� A Rule�based Approach for Spatio�Temporal Relations

Rules have been extensively used in knowledge representation and reasoning�
The reason why we have employed a rule
based approach to model the spatio

temporal relations between salient objects is that it is very space e�cient�

We use Prolog for rule processing and querying of spatio
temporal relations�
By rules� we can derive some spatial knowledge which is not explicitly stored
within the database� thus� we only store some basic facts in our knowledge
base
and let Prolog generate the rest of the knowledge itself� Besides� our rule
based
approach provides an easy
to
process and easy
to
understand knowledge
base
structure for our video search system�

Our approach greatly reduces the number of relations to be stored in the
knowledge
base which also depends on some other factors as well� such as the
number of salient objects� the frequency of change in spatial relations and the
relative spatial locations of the objects with respect to one another� Nevertheless�



we do not currently claim that the set of relations we store in our knowledge

base is a minimum set of facts that must be stored� but we have been working
on improving our algorithm considering the dependencies among our rules�

In our system� we de�ne three types of inference rules� strict directional�
strict topological and heterogeneous directional and topological� with respect to
the relations� types in the rule body� For example� directional rules have only
directional relations in their body whilst heterogeneous rules incorporate rules
from both types�

We describe our strict directional rules and strict topological rules in Sects� ���
and ���� respectively� Our heterogeneous topological and directional rules are
given in Sect� ���� More elaborate discussion of our rule
based approach can
be found in ����

In de�ning the rules� we have adopted the following terminology� if the rela

tion r� implies the relation r�� we show it by r� �� r�� Moreover� if r� �� r�
and r� �� r�� we denote it by r� �� r��

	�� Strict Directional Rules

Rule � Inverse Property� The directional relations west� north� north�west�
north�east� right and above are inverses of east� south� south�east� south�west�
left and below� respectively�

westA�B� �� eastB�A�
northA�B� �� southB�A�
north�westA�B� �� south�eastB�A�
north�eastA�B� �� south�westB�A�
rightA�B� �� leftB�A�
aboveA�B� �� belowB�A�

Rule � Transitivity� If � � S� where S is the set of directional relations� then
�A�B� � �B�C� �� �A�C��

	�� Strict Topological Rules

The strict topological rules can be formally described as follows�

Rule � Inverse Property� The topological relations inside and cover are in

verses of contains and covered�by� respectively�

insideA�B� �� containsB�A�
coverA�B� �� covered�byB�A�

Rule � Re�exivity� The topological relations equal and overlap are re�exive�

equalA�A�� overlapA�A�

Rule 	 Symmetry� The topological relations equal� overlap� disjoint and touch

are symmetric�



equalA�B� �� equalB�A�
overlapA�B� �� overlapB�A�
disjointA�B� �� disjointB�A�
touchA�B� �� touchB�A�

Rule 
 Transitivity� The topological relations inside and equal are transitive�

insideA�B� � insideB�C� �� insideA�C�
equalA�B� � equalB�C� �� equalA�C�

Rule � The topological relations inside� equal and cover imply the relation
overlap�

insideA�B� �� overlapA�B�
equalA�B� �� overlapA�B�
coverA�B� �� overlapA�B�

Rule � The relationships between equal and fcover� inside� disjoint� touch�
overlapg are as follows�

a� equalA�B� � coverA�C� �� coverB�C�
b� equalA�B� � coverC�A� �� coverC�B�
c� equalA�B� � insideA�C� �� insideB�C�
d� equalA�B� � insideC�A� �� insideC�B�
e� equalA�B� � disjointA�C� �� disjointB�C�
f� equalA�B� � overlapA�C� �� overlapB�C�
g� equalA�B� � touchA�C� �� touchB�C�

Rule  The relationships between disjoint and finside� touchg are as follows�

a� insideA�B� � disjointB�C� �� disjointA�C�
b� insideA�B� � touchB�C� �� disjointA�C�

Rule � The relationships between overlap and finside� coverg are as follows
excluding those given by Rule ���

a� insideB�A� � overlapB�C� �� overlapA�C�
b� coverA�B� � overlapB�C� �� overlapA�C�

Rule � The relationships between inside and cover are as follows�

a� insideA�B� � coverC�B� �� insideA�C�
b� insideA�C� � coverA�B� �� insideB�C�
c� coverA�B� � coverB�C� � notinsideC�A�� �� coverA�C�

	�	 Heterogeneous Topological and Directional Rules

Rule � If � � S� where S is the set of directional relations� then
equalA�B� � �A�C� �� �B�C��

Rule � If � � S� where S is the set of directional relations� then
disjointA�B� � disjointB�C� � �A�B� � �B�C� �� disjointA�C��



� Query Examples

This section provides three query examples based on an imaginary soccer game
fragment between England�s two soccer teams� Liverpool andManchester United�
More query examples� along with the results returned by the system� can be
found in ����

Query � �Give the number of shots to the goalkeeper of Liverpool by each
player of Manchester United and for the team Manchester United as a whole��

In this query� we are interested in the shots to the goalkeeper of Liverpool by
each player of Manchester United except for the goalkeeper� The total number
of shots to the goalkeeper of Liverpool by the team Manchester United will also
be displayed�

We �nd the facts of touch to the ball for each player of Manchester United

except for the goalkeeper� For each fact found� we also check if there is a fact of
touch to the ball for the opponent team�s goalkeeper� whose time interval comes
after� Then� we check if there is no other touch to the ball between the intervals
of the two facts and also if the ball is inside the �eld during the whole event� If
all above is satis�ed� this is considered a shot� Then� we count all such events
to �nd the total number of shots to the goalkeeper by each Manchester United

team member� The total number of shots to the goalkeeper of Liverpool by the
team Manchester United is also computed�

Query � �Give the average ball control play� time in frames for each player of
Manchester United��

As we assume that when a player touches the ball� it is in his control� we
calculate the ball control time for a player with respect to the time interval
during which he is in touch with the ball� The average ball control time for a
player is simply the sum of all time intervals where the player is in touch with
the ball divided by the number of these time intervals� We could also give the
time information in seconds provided that the frame rate of the soccer video is
known�

To answer this query� we �nd for each player of Manchester United� except
for the goalkeeper� the time intervals during which the player touches the ball
and sum up the number of frames in the intervals� Divided by the number of
facts found for each player� this gives us for each player of Manchester United

the average ball control time in frames� Since in a soccer game� a player may
touch the ball outside the �eld as well� we consider only the time intervals when
the ball is inside the �eld�

Query 	 �Give the number of kicks outside the �eld for David Beckham of
Manchester United��

We �rst �nd the time intervals when David Beckham of Manchester United

is in touch with the ball while the ball is inside the �eld� Then� for each time



interval found� we look for a fact� whose time interval comes after� representing
the ball being outside the �eld� If there is no touch to the ball between these
two intervals� then this is a kick outside the �eld� We count all such occasions
to �nd the total number of kicks outside the �eld by David Beckham�

� Performance Experiments

We have tested our rule
based system for its performance using some randomly
generated data� In conducting these tests� two criteria have been considered�
space and time e�ciency�

For the space e�ciency part� we have looked into how well our system per

forms in reducing the number of redundant facts� The results show that our
inference rules provide considerable improvements in space as the number of
salient objects per frame increases� For an example of ����
frame randomly gen

erated video data where there are �� objects at each frame� our savings is �������
The ratio for an example with �� objects at each frame is ������� We have also
observed that the space savings ratio is not dependent on the number of frames�
but rather the number of salient objects per frame� In addition� we are also cer

tain that our rule
based system will perform better in space e�ciency tests if
our fact
extraction algorithm is enhanced with a more successful fact
reduction
feature�

For the time e�ciency part� we have seen that our system is scalable in terms
of the number of objects and the number of frames when either of these numbers
is increased while the other is �xed�

Unfortunately� we are not able to present our performance test results in
detail in this paper due to lack of space�

� Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to segment a video clip using spatio
temporal re

lationships assuming that the topological and directional relations of each frame
have already been extracted� We extract the topological and directional relations
by manually specifying the objects� MBRs and detect the key frames for shots
using this relationship information�

In our approach� whenever the current set of directional and topological
relations between salient objects changes� we de�ne a new key frame and use
that frame as a representative frame for the interval between this key frame and
the next one where the spatial relations are the same�

We use a knowledge
base to store the spatio
temporal relations for querying
of video data� The knowledge
base contains a set of facts to describe some basic
spatio
temporal relations between salient objects and a set of inference rules to
infer the rest of the relations that is not explicitly stored� By using inference
rules� we eliminate many redundant facts to be stored in the knowledge
base
since they can be derived with some extra e�ort by rules�



We have also tested our system using some randomly generated data for the
space and time e�ciency measures� The results show that our rule
based system
is scalable in terms of the number of objects and the number of frames� and that
the inference rules provide considerable space savings in the knowledge
base�

Currently� we are developing the graphical user interface part of our WEB

based video search system� Users will be able to query the system using animated
sketches� A query scene will be formed as a collection of objects with di�erent
attributes� Attributes will include motion� spatio
temporal ordering of objects
and annotations� Motion will be speci�ed as an arbitrary polygonal trajectory
with relative speed information for each query object� Annotations will be used
to query the system based on keywords� There will also be a category grouping
of video clips in the database so that a user is able to browse the video collection
before actually posing a query�
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